Take pleasure in inviting you to a symposium

The Invading Body: On Literature and Medicine
In honor of Dr. Einat Avrahami’s book

Thursday, December 20, 2007, 18:00-20:00
Webb Building, Room 103
Tel Aviv University Campus, Ramat Aviv

Greetings
Dr. Milette Shamir, Chair of Department of English and American Studies

The Place of Illness Narratives in Contemporary Theoretical Discourse
Professor Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Department of Comparative Literature, Hebrew University

Why Should Doctors Study Literature?
Dr. Michael Kaffman, Family Medicine Specialist

Response
Dr. Einat Avrahami, Department of English and American Studies, Tel Aviv University

Lectures are in Hebrew
Reception at 17:30

Entrance through Gate 1, parking with presentation of this invitation, event number 83382
Invitation